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Leader Building (Province of Saskatchewan Archives R_A23087)
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Section 1.0 — Description of the Resource
1.1

Introduction

Heritage Resource Name:
Civic Address:
Legal Description:
Years of Construction:
Original Owner:
Original Tenant:
Architects:
Builders:

The Leader Building
1853 Hamilton Street, Regina, SK
Lots 12-14, Block 305, Old Plan No. 33
1911 / 1940 / 1981 / 2000s
The Leader Publishing Company Ltd.
The Leader Publishing Company Ltd.
Sharon and Darrach
Parsons Construction Company

The Leader Building is located in downtown Regina at 1853 Hamilton Street. The building was originally
constructed in 1911/12. The main building went through extensive renovations in 1981 after being under
threat of demolition. As the interior was in poor condition, it was gutted and went through an extensive
rehabilitation.
The proposed interventions of the overall project is to repair and stabilize the historic terra cotta cornice
and parapet of the Leader Building. This conservation plan outlines the overall conservation strategy for
the building.
This Heritage Conservation Plan should be referenced when preparing a design for the building. This
document is based on Park’s Canada’s Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places
in Canada. The following document outlines preservation, restoration, and rehabilitation interventions
proposed for the redevelopment.
Preservation is described in the Standards and Guidelines as the action or process of protecting,
maintaining, and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form, and integrity of a historic place or of an
individual component, while protecting its heritage value.
Restoration is the action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a
historic place or of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while
protecting its heritage value.
Finally, Rehabilitation is described as the action or process of making possible a continuing or
compatible contemporary use of a historic place or an individual component, through repair, alterations,
and/or additions, while protecting its heritage value.

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan
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Section 2.0 — Historical Information
The Leader-Post
The Leader-Post, known as “The Leader” at the
time, was founded in 1883 by Nicholas Flood
Davin, a lawyer and journalist from Ontario. Many
large events in Saskatchewan’s history were
covered by the newspaper before it became a
province, possibly most known is the hanging of
Louis Riel. Since its establishment, the LeaderPost has covered every major story in the
province for the past 138 years. This has given
people a historic account on some very important
events throughout Saskatchewan’s history.
The Leader Building
The Leader Building, nicknamed the “Old
Grey Lady of Hamilton Street,” was originally
constructed as a new home for the Morning
Leader newpaper. It was the newspaper’s fourth
VMÄJLSVJH[PVUHM[LYP[ZWYL]PV\ZSVJH[PVUZVU
Hamiltion Street and Victoria Avenue. At that time,
the Sifton family had purchased and managed the
Leader.
After its construction, the Leader Building was
the tallest building in Regina at six storeys, and
the tallest building for a newspaper company
west of Winnipeg. On April 7, 1930 it also marked
the transtion of the newspaper’s name from the
Morning Leader to “The Leader-Post.”
The buildPUN^HZHSZVOVTL[V[OLÄYZ[YHKPV
station in Saskatchewan: CKCK Radio. Hundreds

Nicholas Flood Davin, Editor, The Leader, (Standing in front top
OH[ JHULPUMYVU[VM[OLÄYZ[3LHKLYI\PSKPUN*P[`VM
Regina Archives. CORA-F-0805)

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan

of people would gather in front of the building to
hear important or exciting world events, such as
the World Series or a provincial election before
the days of television. The radio station was
SVJH[LKVU[OL[VWÅVVY^P[O[YHUZTP[[LYZHUKP[Z
towers, lined with lights, on the roof. Each tower
had special platforms at the top, on which string
searchlights were mounted. One one particular
occasion, the searchlights reached far enough to
illuminate the entrance to the Regina Exhibition
.YV\UKZPU ILJVTPUN[OLÄYZ[ZPNO[MVY
many travelling to Regina. The lights were
removed in the 1940s, after the transmitters were
relocated to Victoria Plains (Boggy Creek) in 1937.
In 1964, the Leader-Post moved out of the
building and into their present location on Park
:[YLL[;OLI\PSKPUN^HZ[OLU\ZLKMVYVMÄJLZHUK
retail spaces, which dramatically changed the
interior of the building.
It was unfortunately left vacant for several years
and became theatened by demolition until its
designation as a Municpal Heritage Property in
1987.
After the development of the Leader Building by
TGS Properties, Nicor and Harvard Developments
took over and revived the building into what we
see today. Due to its status as a heritage property,
the federal government’s Canadian Commercial
Heritage Incentive Program was utilized to grant
the project $700,000 toward its revitilization.

Leader Building on the corner of Hamilton Street and 11th
Avenue, looking west, 1910 (City of Regina Archives. CORARPL-B-0446)
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7VY[PVUVM:OLL[VMH ÄYLPUZ\YHUJLWSHUMVY9LNPUHZOV^PUN[OL3LHKLY)\PSKPUN0UZ\YHUJL7SHUVM9LNPUL*HUHKH!*OHZ,.VHK
:LW[LTILY :OLL[3PIYHY`HUK(YJOP]LZ*HUHKH
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Neil R. Darrach
Neil R. Darrach was born in Southwold Township,
6U[HYPVPU/L^HZÄYZ[PTTLYZLKPU[OL
construction world in the early 1870’s as he
worked on railways. He went on to design many
I\PSKPUNZÄ]LVM^OPJOHYLPU9LNPUH;OPZPUJS\KLZ
the Westminster United Church and the south
wing of the Regina General Hospital. Darrach was
not formally trained as an achitect and learned
through trade books and experience. Darrach
eventually became the mentor of Maurice William
Sharon, who eventually went on to become
:HZRH[JOL^HU»ZÄYZ[*OPLM7YV]PUJPHS(YJOP[LJ[
Maurice William Sharon
Maurice William Sharon was born in Yarmouth
Township, Ontario in 1875. After living in Toronto
and going to the School of Practical Science,
Sharon worked as a draftsperson for Neil R.
Darrach, who was the leading architect in St.
Thomas, near Sharon’s hometown. Sharon moved
to Regina in 1905 for a position in the Mapping
and Cartography Department in the Saskatchewan
Provincial Department of Public works, which
was new at the time. Sharon was a talented

architect and designer early in his career, winning a
competition for the new design of a public hospital
in Regina in 1908. Local architects objected to this
as Sharon was a civil servant, therefore the project
was carried out by Meyer J. Strum and Storey and
Van Egmond. After leaving the department in 1909,
Sharon practiced as an architect in Regina.
Sharon and Darrach
The Leader Building was one of the few buildings
that Sharon and Darrach designed in their short
partnership from 1911 to 1912. Sharon has been
the reason for Darrach’s move to Regina in 1911,
sparking their partnership. After a couple of years
working together on various buildings like the R.H.
Williams and Songs building (the previous home to
the Leader), or the Victoria Public School, Sharon
applied and became the Assistant Architect for
the provincial Department of Public Works in
1914. In 1917, Sharon became the Chief Provincial
Architect of Saskatchewan and designed various
courthouse buildings, police headquarters,
hospitals, and schools over the thirteen years he
held the position. Darrach moved back to Ontario
after working in Regina and practiced until 1923.

Leader Building
on Hamilton
Street (Provincial
Archives of
Saskatchewan
R_LP237)
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Leader Post Floor Plans - Front Building Section and Fourth Floor Plan, 1911 (City of Regina Archives CRP-02-0589)

Leader Post Floor Plans - Rear Building Elevations, 1911. (City of Regina Archives CRP-02-0589)
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Section 3.0 — Statement of Significance
Description from the Canadian Register of Historic
Places:
Description of Historic Place
The Leader Building is a Municipal Heritage
Property comprised of two and half city lots in
Regina’s downtown area. The property features
HZ[VYL`[LYYHJV[[HMHJLKVMÄJLI\PSKPUN
constructed in 1912.

• ;OVZLLSLTLU[Z^OPJOYLÅLJ[[OLWYLZ[PNPV\Z
UH[\YLVM[OLVYPNPUHSVMÄJLI\PSKPUNPUJS\KPUN[OL
[PSLÅVVYVU[OLNYV\UKÅVVYÄ_[\YLZHUKJLPSPUNZ
• Those elements which relate the building’s role
HZHTLKPHMHJPSP[`PUJS\KPUNZPNUHNLLX\PWTLU[
HUKÄ_[\YLZ

Heritage Value
The Leader Building commemorates the
development of media communications in Regina.
Purpose built for the Leader Publishing Company,
[OLI\PSKPUN^HZ[OLVMÄJLHUKW\ISPZOPUNMHJPSP[`
for Regina’s largest daily newspaper, The LeaderPost, as well as other newspapers and book
W\ISPJH[PVUZMVYV]LYÄM[``LHYZ(SZVMYVT 
to 1964, the building was home to CKCK radio,
:HZRH[JOL^HU»ZÄYZ[JVTTLYJPHSYHKPVZ[H[PVU
As a media production centre, the building was
a recognized landmark in the community and
gathering place for media events.
;OLI\PSKPUNL_LTWSPÄLZ[OL\UIV\UKLKVW[PTPZT
of Regina’s post 1900 building boom which
expanded the historic downtown core. The tallest
HUKTVZ[L_WLUZP]LVMÄJLI\PSKPUNPU[OLJP[`H[
the time of its completion in 1912, the Leader
Building was one of Regina’s most prestigious
VMÄJLSVJH[PVUZ)\PS[VMIYPJRYLPUMVYJLKJVUJYL[L
and steel, the building is an excellent example
VMHUVMÄJLJVTWSL_I\PS[PU[OL*OPJHNV:JOVVS
style. The white terra-cotta façade, decorated with
ornate carvings and geometric shapes, enhanced
the prominence of the structure.
*OHYHJ[LY+LÄUPUN,SLTLU[Z
The heritage value of the Leader Building resides
PU[OLMVSSV^PUNJOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUNLSLTLU[Z!
• The ornate terra-cotta façade
• ;OVZLLSLTLU[Z^OPJOYLÅLJ[[OL*OPJHNV
School style of architecture including the regular
WH[[LYUVMYLJ[HUN\SHY^PUKV^ZWYVQLJ[PUNWPLYZ
and pilasters and dominant cornice.

7LYZWLJ[P]L+YH^PUNVM[OL3LHKLY)\PSKPUNI`>PSSPHT(YNHU
1984.
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false sense of historical development by adding
elements from other historic places or other
properties, or by combining features of the same
property that never coexisted.

Section 4.0 — Conservation
Guidelines
4.1

Standards and Guidelines

5. Find a use for an historic place that requires
TPUPTHSVYUVJOHUNL[VP[ZJOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUN
elements.

The Leader Building is a municipally designated
building included on the City of Regina Register
of Heritage Properties. Under the Standards and
Guidelines, the work proposed for the Leader
Building includes aspects of preservation,
rehabilitation, and restoration.

6. Protect and, if necessary, stabilize an historic
place until any subsequent intervention is
undertaken. Protect and preserve archaeological
resources in place. Where there is potential for
disturbing archaeological resources, take
mitigation measures to limit damage and loss of
information.

Preservation: the action or process of protecting,
maintaining, and/or stabilizing the existing
materials, form, and integrity of a historic place or
of an individual component, while protecting its
heritage value.

7. Evaluate the existing condition of characterKLÄUPUNLSLTLU[Z[VKL[LYTPUL[OLHWWYVWYPH[L
intervention needed. Use the gentlest means
possible for any intervention. Respect heritage
value when undertaking an intervention.

Restoration: the action or process of accurately
revealing, recovering or representing the state of a
historic place or of an individual component, as it
appeared at a particular period in its history, while
protecting its heritage value.
Rehabilitation: the action or process of making
possible a continuing or compatible contemporary
use of a historic place or an individual component,
through repair, alterations, and/or additions, while
protecting its heritage value.

General Standards for Preservation,
Rehabilitation and Restoration
1. Conserve the heritage value of an historic place.
Do not remove, replace or substantially alter its
PU[HJ[VYYLWHPYHISLJOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUNLSLTLU[Z
Do not move a part of an historic place if its current
SVJH[PVUPZHJOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUNLSLTLU[
2. Conserve changes to an historic place that, over
[PTLOH]LILJVTLJOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUNLSLTLU[ZPU
their own right.
3. Conserve heritage value by adopting an
approach calling for minimal intervention.
4. Recognize each historic place as a physical
record of its time, place and use. Do not create a

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan

Leader Building Under Construction, 1911 (Provincial Archives of
Saskatchewan R_LP231)
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8.4HPU[HPUJOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUNLSLTLU[ZVU
HUVUNVPUNIHZPZ9LWHPYJOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUN
elements by reinforcing their materials using
recognized conservation methods. Replace in
kind any extensively deteriorated or missing parts
VMJOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUNLSLTLU[Z^OLYL[OLYLHYL
surviving prototypes.

14. Replace missing features from the restoration
period with new features whose forms, materials
HUKKL[HPSPUNHYLIHZLKVUZ\MÄJPLU[WO`ZPJHS
documentary and/or oral evidence

4.2

9. Make any intervention needed to preserve
JOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUNLSLTLU[ZWO`ZPJHSS`HUK]PZ\HSS`
JVTWH[PISL^P[O[OLOPZ[VYPJWSHJLHUKPKLU[PÄHISL
on close inspection. Document any intervention for
future reference.

Additional Standards Relating to
Rehabilitation
10.9LWHPYYH[OLY[OHUYLWSHJLJOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUN
LSLTLU[Z>OLYLJOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUNLSLTLU[Z
are too severely deteriorated to repair, and where
Z\MÄJPLU[WO`ZPJHSL]PKLUJLL_PZ[ZYLWSHJL[OLT
with new elements that match the forms, materials
and detailing of sound versions of the same
LSLTLU[Z>OLYL[OLYLPZPUZ\MÄJPLU[WO`ZPJHS
evidence, make the form, material and detailing of
the new elements compatible with the character of
the historic place.
11. Conserve the heritage value and characterKLÄUPUNLSLTLU[Z^OLUJYLH[PUNHU`UL^
additions to an historic place or any related new
construction. Make the new work physically and
visually compatible with, subordinate to and
distinguishable from the historic place.

StandarKZHUK.\PKLSPULZMVY[OL*VUZLY]H[PVUVM
Historic Places in Canada, Parks Canada, 2010.
http://www.historicplaces.ca/en/pages/
standardsnormes/document.aspx
National Park Service, Technical Preservation
Services. Preservation Briefs:
Preservation Brief no. 3: Conserving Energy in
Historic Buildings.
Preservation Brief 7: The Preservation of Historic
Glazed Architectural Terra-Cotta
Preservation Brief 11: Rehabilitating Historic
Storefronts
Preservation Brief no. 17: Architectural Character:
Identifying the Visual Aspects of Historic Buildings
as an Aid to Preserving Their Character.

Preservation Brief no. 24: Heating, Ventilating,
and Cooling Historic Buildings—Problems and
Recommended Approaches
Preservation Brief no. 27: The Maintenance and
Repair of Architectural Cast Iron
Preservation Brief no.32: Making Historic
Properties Accessible.

Additional Standards Relating to
Restoration
139LWHPYYH[OLY[OHUYLWSHJLJOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUN
elements from the restoration period. Where
JOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUNLSLTLU[ZHYL[VVZL]LYLS`
KL[LYPVYH[LK[VYLWHPYHUK^OLYLZ\MÄJPLU[WO`ZPJHS
evidence exists, replace them with new elements
that match the forms, materials and detailing of
sound versions of the same elements.

Conservation Plan

The proposed work entails the conservation of
the exterior of the Leader Building. The following
conservation resources should be referred to:

Preservation Brief no. 18: Rehabilitating Interiors in
/PZ[VYPJ)\PSKPUNZ·0KLU[PM`PUN*OHYHJ[LY+LÄUPUN
Elements

12. Create any new additions or related new
construction so that the essential form and
integrity of an historic place will not be impaired if
the new work is removed in the future.

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation References

Preservation Brief no. 35: Understanding
Old Buildings: The Process of Architectural
Investigation.
Preservation Brief no. 39: Holding the Line:
Controlling Unwanted Moisture in Historic
Buildings.

May 2021
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4.3

General Conservation
Strategy

Roof and Parapet
The roof drainage should be reviewed as it
J\YYLU[S`HWWLHYZ[OH[[OLYLPZPUZ\MÄJPLU[
drainage.

The general conservation strategy for the Leader
Building is to restore and preserve the exterior
façade and rehabilitate the interior. The exterior
needs to retain the remaining elements of the
original building. As many of the areas have
HSYLHK`ILLUTVKPÄLKP[PZPTWVY[HU[[VTHPU[HPU
the heritage elements that remain.

The parapets at the east roof patio should be
PU]LZ[PNH[LKMVYWV[LU[PHS^H[LYPUÄS[YH[PVU;OL
existing wall construction on the interior could
potentially be trapping moisture between it and the
parapet. Overall, the roofs are in fair condition but
should be monitored for any failure.

Phase 1: Currently Critical
Phase 2: Potentially Critical - Requires Further
Investigation
Phase 3: Recommended

4.3.1

4.3.3

Façade Paint Removal
The paint on the north, east, and south brick
façades should be removed the next time work
is to be done on these façades to be more
appropriately representative of its original
appearance.

Phase 1: Currently Critical

Foundation
The existing northwest brick foundation walls
HYLKL[LYPVYH[PUNK\L[V^H[LYPUÄS[YH[PVUMYVT
the sidewalk above. It is critical to remediate
and replace the deteriorated elements to prevent
further damage to the structural integrity of the
building.

4.4

Several bricks and terra cotta units are cracked,
spalled, or have failing mortar joints. A thorough
review should be carried out of the masonry,
with a full repoint of each facade and repair or
replacement of damaged masonry units. However,
there is an option to partially repoint the most
crtitical areas if budget does not allow for a full
repoint. Additionally, there should be consideration
of weepholes and the vertical and horizontal
control joints for compartmentalization of the brick
façades.

4.5

West Cornice and Parapet
;OL^LZ[JVYUPJLOHZHZPNUPÄJHU[V]LYOHUNHUKPZ
ZOV^PUNZPNUZVM^H[LYPUÄS[YH[PVU;OLZ[Y\J[\YLVM
the cornice needs to be stabilized with complete
reconstruction if necessary.

4.3.2 Phase 2: Potentially Critical Requires Further Investigation
East Windows
The window sills at the east façade are discoloured
^OPJOTLHUZ[OLYLPZWVZZPISL^H[LYPUÄS[YH[PVU
occuring. This should be investigated further to
determine if a full window replacement is required.

Conservation Plan

Alternative Compliance

As a designated building included on the City
of Regina Register of Heritage Properties, the
Leader Building may be eligible for heritage
variances that will enable a higher degree of
heritage conservation and retention of original
material, including considerations available under
the following provincial legislation: The Heritage
Property Act, Section 11(1)(a).

Masonry Repointing and Repair

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Phase 3: Recommended

Site Protection

The Leader Building is currently occupied by
different businesses, as well as residents. It is
the responsibility of the property owner to ensure
the heritage resource is protected from damage
at all times. Should the building become vacant,
it should be secured against unauthorized
access, vandalism, or damage through the use
of appropriate fencing and security measures.
Additional measures to be taken include:
• SmokLHUKÄYLKL[LJ[VYZPU^VYRPUNVYKLY
• Wall openings are boarded up or made secure
HUKL_[LYPVYKVVYZHYLZLJ\YLS`MHZ[LULKPM[OL
building is vacant.
• Elements which could cause damage to the
building are removed from the interior such as:
[YHZO"OHaHYKV\ZTH[LYPHSZZ\JOHZPUÅHTTHISL
SPX\PKZWVPZVUZHUKWHPU[Z"HUKJHUULKNVVKZ
that could freeze and burst.

May 2021
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Section 5.0 — Conservation Strategies
5.1

Site

5.2

The Leader Building is located at 1853 Hamilton
Street and is a part of block 305 in Plan Old 33
in the city of Regina. It spans lots 12-14, with a
frontage of 62 feet. The building covers the entire
site, with a depth of approximately 120 feet that
extends to the back alley to the east.
The building shares a party wall with a brick
apartment and commercial building and has a
parking lot located to its immediate south.
The Leader Building has been surrounded by
various shops and businesses throughout its
lifetime. As it is a symbol of an optimistic Regina,
it has contributed to the vibrant and thriving
community in downtown Regina.
Conservation Strategy: Preservation
• Maintain frontage onto Hamilton Street
• Any drainage issues should be addressed
[OYV\NO[OLWYV]PZPVUVMHKLX\H[LZP[LKYHPUHNL
measures

Form, Scale and Massing

At the time of opening, the Leader Building was
the tallest in Regina. It was divided into two
buildings with a 10 foot deep lightwell in between.
The front building is six-storeys and lands on
Hamilton Street with the four-storey ‘rear’ building
to the immediate east. The two buildings were
connected with a bridge spanning the lightwell.
The building was constructed using a modern
concrete encased steel frame structural system.
0[PUJS\KLKKL]LSVWTLU[ZPUÄYLZHML[`PUJS\KPUNH
M\SS`LUJSVZLKLSL]H[VYHUKÄYLWYVVMKVVYZ
The front HUKYLHYI\PSKPUNZLHJOOHKHÅH[SPUL
roof shape respectively. The front building has
an ornamented parapet with a small overhang
to tie into the rest of the decorated facade.
Additionally, the roof of the front building had a
small penthouse for the elevator shaft.
Over time, the lightwell between the front and rear
I\PSKPUNZOHZILLUPUÄSSLK[VTHRL[OLI\PSKPUN
one continuous building mass.
In the 2000s renovation, an underground parking
garage was incorporated into the building in order
to keep the integrity of its historic exterior while
meeting modern parking requirements.
Conservation Strategy: Preservation & Restoration
• Preserve the extant form and scale of the
I\PSKPUN(U`HKQHJLU[HKKP[PVUZVYUL^
development should strive to be subordinate and
sympathetic to the historic resource.

11th Avenue

5.3
Hamilton St.

Victoria Park

3LM[(LYPHS0THNLVM9LNPUHZOV^PUNSVJH[PVUVM[OL3LHKLY
)\PSKPUN.VVNSL,HY[O

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan

Exterior Facade

The building’s façade consists of Atlantic creamcoloured pre-cast terra cotta from New York state.
This is present on the west facade of the Leader
Building. The remaining facades are constructed
with brick.
The front façade possesses grand ornamentation
MYVT[OLNYV\UKÅVVY\W[V[OLZP_[OÅVVY;OL
terra cotta is carved in organic and geometric
shaped elements, attributing greatly to the
building’s grandeur.
Today, the storefront of the Leader building has
two larger windows in lieu of the original four.
May 2021
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Additionally, the arched front entrances have been • Review brick masonry condition and repoint the
HS[LYLK[VOH]LHÅH[[VW;OLWHY[PHSS`YLZ[VYLK
brick façades
storefront is presumably constructed with terra
• Repairs to the terra cotta façade should only
cotta cladding. This area is in poor to fair condition,
\[PSPaLTH[LYPHSZZWLJPÄJHSS`KLZPNULKMVY[LYYHJV[[H
with several instances of mortar deterioration
repairs. It is important that any material with greater
(ÄN\YLZ ).
compressive strength than terra cotta not be used
for repairs.
The terra cotta appears to be in fair condition,
•
Should there be any terra cotta blocks that are
with a few units cracking and some mortar joints
PYYLWHPYHISLHYLWSPJH[LK[LYYHJV[[HISVJR^P[O[OL
requiring repointing (ÄN\YLZ ).
ZHTLJYLHTJVSV\YLKNSHaPUNPKLU[PJHSTVSKPUN
Currently, the exterior bricks are painted white.
HUKWYVÄSLZOV\SKIL\ZLK[VYLWSHJL[OLL_PZ[PUN
The brick façade appears to be in overall poor
block. Terra cotta repairs should be undertaken
condition, with several instances of step cracking
by skilled masons with knowledge of terra cotta
and mortar deterioration. Additionally, The brick
conservation.
walls appear to stagger vertically in areas of the
•
The terra cotta and brick should never be
south and east façades. The brick masonry should
sandblasted.
be inspected in further detail, as the current paint
on the façade could potentially be obscuring some • (UJOVYPUNVMLX\PWTLU[PU[OLTHZVUY`PZOPNOS`
KPZJV\YHNLK4VY[HYQVPU[ZTH`IL\[PSPaLKMVY
of its condition. Special consideration should
anchoring if it does not damage the masonry unit.
be given to the implementation of weepholes in
• Any cleaning or re-pointing of the exterior facade
addition to vertical and horizontal control joints
must receive approval from the department in
for compartmentalization to control water and air
charge of heritage properties before any work is
movement within the wall system.
done.
Conservation Strategy: Preservation
• Weepholes in addition to vertical and horizontal
JVU[YVSQVPU[Z[VILPTWSLTLU[LK
• Review terra cotta condition and preserve any
•
Remove paint off brick masonry at earliest possible
units possible.
opportunity using gentlest means possible.

Front Building

Lightwell

Rear Building

Leader Building Under Construction (Provincial Archives of Saskatchewan R_LP230)

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan
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Figure 5.3.1 Mortar missing in numerous masonry
unit joints

Figure 5.3.2 West terra cotta façade; outlining
spalled and chipped terra cotta units.

Figure 5.3.3 Cracked masonry unit to be repaired
or replaced.

Figure 5.3.4 West terra cotta façade; outlining
spalling, stained masonry, gaps and cracks in
mortar

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan

Figure 5.3.5 West terra cotta façade; outlining
cracked and spalled terra cotta units
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Figure 5.3.5 West terra cotta façade; outlining cracked and spalled terra cotta units

Figure 5.3.5 4VY[HYHUKIYPJRJYHJRPUNVUZV\[OMHsHKLWHY[PJ\SHYS`H[[OLWYL]PV\ZS`PUÄSSLKWVY[PVUUV[
limited to the areas outlines in red)
Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan
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Figure 5.3.7 Discolouration and deteroration of
brick masonry at the ground level.

Figure 5.3.6 South façade; outlining instances of
step cracking, spalling and mortar deterioration.

Figure 5.3.8 South brick façade, outlining areas of the façade where brick staggers vertically. Brick above
windows at the southeast corner appears to be bowing and pulling away fro the structure (right dashed
outline)
Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan
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Foundation Walls
;OLMV\UKH[PVU^HSSZHYLJVUZ[Y\J[LKVMPUÄSS
brick masonry. More recently installed structural
steel columns in addition to existing cast-inplace concrete columns and slabs, appear to
make up the primary support. The sidewalk at
the northwest entry has cracked and allowed
water penetration at the building’s foundation.
The northwest foundation wall has deteriorated
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`HUKPZPUULLKVMYLWSHJLTLU[
There are several loose bricks, structural steel
rusting, and instances of staining caused by the
^H[LYPUÄS[YH[PVUMYVTHIV]L

5.3.10 Concrete crumbling off of rusted steel
beam

Figure 5.3.9 Cracking sidewalk at southwest
entrance.
Figure 5.3.12 Membrane has peeled off of
concrete slab, rusted steel beam exposed

Figure 5.3.13 Loose bricks at foundation wall
(looking west), discolouration and deteriotation
K\L[V^H[LYPUÄS[YH[PVU

Figure 5.3.11 Cracking sidewalk at northwest
entrance.
Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan
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5.4

Roof

Both the rear and front buildings of the Leading
)\PSKPUNOHKÅH[YVVMZ^P[OHUVYUHTLU[LK
parapet at the front facade. The front building
OHKÅHNWVSLZTV\U[LKH[[OLMYVU[UVY[O^LZ[
and southwest corners of the roof. Additionally,
the building(s) once had a transmission tower
for broadcasting for the radio station, with
searchlights at the top of each platform. There is a
also small penthouse to house the elevator shaft
at the north end of the front building, that remains
today.
The Leader Building currently has three levels of
ÅH[YVVMZZPUJL[OLLUJSVZ\YLVM[OLSPNO[^LSS;OL
^LZ[HUKTPKKSLYVVMZHYLHU:)::):4VKPÄLK
)P[\TLU9VVÄUN:`Z[LTHUK[OLLHZ[YVVMPZ
a raised patioblock over presumably an SBS
system. The elevator shaft penthouse remains on
the front building, with its east, south, and west
façades cladded in aluminum siding. Overall,
[OLNLULYHSYVVÄUNZ`Z[LTPZPUMHPYJVUKP[PVU
That being said, the roof appears to have an
PUZ\MÄJPLU[KYHPUHNLZ`Z[LTHUKZOV\SKIL
monitored for any failure throughout its remaining
lifespan (approximately 5-10 years).
The east portion of the roof is now a patio for the
residents of the building, with an exterior wood
stair leading to the top storey of the front building
via the centre portion of the roof. The general
JVUJYL[LWHYHWL[ZÄN\YLHYV\UK[OL
building are in fair condition, with a bit of surface
staining. The east patio has an additional wall
construction that is in poor condition and shoud
be investigated and potentially redesigned as it
could potentially be trapping water between it and
the existing parapet.
Conservation Strategy: Preservation &
Rehabilitation
• Do not al[LY[OLI\PSKPUN»ZVYPNPUHSYVVÅPULL_JLW[
to remove elements added in periods other than
the original construction.
• Assess condition of the roof and replace if
YLX\PYLK9LOHIPSP[H[PVUVM[OLYVVMPZHJJLW[HISL
to mitigate any concerns of snowmelt and water
PUÄS[YH[PVUHZSVUNHZ[OLYLPZTPUPTHSPTWHJ[
to the historical fabric of the penthouse and
parapet.
Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan

• If it is necessary to implement systems onto the
YVVM[OL`ZOV\SKILKVULZV[OH[[OL`HYLUV[
visible from the main street view.
• 7YLZLY]L[OLÅHNWVSLZH[[OLMYVU[VM[OLYVVM

West Parapet and Cornice
The parapet and cornice of the Leader Building
features highly ornamented terra cotta masonry
constructed with steel that remains existing today.
The remaining parapets are constructed with
concrete (ÄN\YL).
Currently, the west cornice is in poor condition
HZ[OLYLPZL]PKLUJLVM^H[LYPUÄS[YH[PVU[OYV\NO
ZPNUPÄJHU[Z[HPUPUNHSVUN[OL^PK[O^OPJO
also indicates its structural integrity could be
compromised. The plan to remediate this is to
remove and reconstruct the cornice as it is critical
to stabilize its structure. The terra cotta on the
parapet and cornice must be replicated and
restored in the structural remediation to maintain
[OLJOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUNLSLTLU[VM[OLI\PSKPUN;OL
cornice is currently wrapped with mesh to prevent
loose material from falling.
Conservation Strategy: Restoration &
Rehabilitation
• Stabilize the deteriorated structure until the repair
work is undertaken.
• 6UJLZJHMMVSKPUNPZLYLJ[LKPUZWLJ[[OLJVUKP[PVU
of masonry. Fully document the existing cornice
and parapet and use the existing physical
elements to accurately reproduce them.
• Create mock-ups of any recreated masonry
elements prior to installation.
• +L[LYTPUL[OLJH\ZLVM^H[LYPUÄS[YH[PVU
• Improve any faulty details of roof elements that
TH`ILJH\ZPUN[OL^H[LYPUÄS[YH[PVU
• 7YV[LJ[HKQHJLU[[LYYHJV[[HLSLTLU[ZMYVTHU`
accidental damage during repair work.

Figure 5.4.1 Ornamented cornice showing signs
of water penetration
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Figure 5.4.2 Painted concrete parapet

Figure 5.4.3>LZ[:):4VKPÄLK)P[\TLU9VVÄUN
System

Figure 5.4.5 Roof drain is not located in the center
VM[OLYVVM^OPJOTHRLZKYHPUHNLSLZZLMÄJPLU[
Ponding appears like it might be possible with
YPKNLZUV[PJLKPU[OL[VWSH`LYVM[OLYVVÄUN
Figure 5.4.4 Wall construction of the interior face
of the parapet on the east side of the building

Figure 5.4.7 West parapet anchored onto roof
Figure 5.4.6 Cornice has been wrapped in netting
as a preventative measure

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan
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>LZ[,SL]H[PVUVM[OL3LHKLY)\PSKPUN

Morning Leader News Article, Showing Plans for a New Building
for the Leader, 1911 (Leader-Post Archives)

South Elevation of the Leader Building, 2020.

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan
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5.5
5.5.1

Fenestration
Windows

The original west façade of the Leader Building
featured a regulated window pattern with double
O\UN^VVK^PUKV^Z\W[OLZP_ÅVVYZVM[OL
building. A single, larger window, was at the end
north and south bays. Six windows were in the
JLU[YL[^VIH`ZVMÅVVYZ^P[OLPNO[ZTHSSLY
^PUKV^ZH[[OL[VW;OLTHPUÅVVYOHKMV\Y
windows for its storefront.
The south façade of both the front and rear building
had fewer and less regulated windows. With the
ZLJVUKHUK[OPYKÅVVYZOH]PUNUV^PUKV^ZH[HSS
The elevations of the front and rear buildings facing
the lightwell were in a regulated pattern going up
LHJOÅVVYMVYTVYLKH`SPNO[PUNPU[OLVMÄJLZHUK
newsroom.
Today, the front façade retains its regulated
window pattern, with new windows replaced to
resemble the original windows with similar sash
HUKSP[LHYYHUNLTLU[Z;OLTHPUÅVVYWVZZLZZLZ
the largest change with its four windows being
replaced with two large windows. Additionally,
more windows have been punched into the south
façade, potentially as the building began its new use
as condominiums. Windows on the south façade
have also been replaced over time in a compatible
manner to the historic building. The current
windows appear to be in good condition.

Street view of the Leader Post Building, 2020. (City of Regina
Archives - CORA-E-5.219)

The lightwell windows no longer exists as it was
PUÄSSLKV]LY[PTL6U[OLLHZ[MHsHKL[OLIHJRVM
[OLI\PSKPUNZL]LYHS^PUKV^ZOH]LILLUPUÄSSLK
with brick.
Conservation Strategy: Preservation &
Rehabilitation
• Windows should be maintained to keep them
functioning as well as possible.
• Any new windows should be fabricated per the
original.
• (]VPKTPYYVYLKNSHZZ^P[OOPNOYLÅLJ[P]P[`HZH
replacement material.
• 0MWHPU[LK[OLJVSV\YZOV\SKTH[JO[OLVYPNPUHS
windows.
• Review condition and conduct inventory of
windows.
Front Façade of the Leader Building, 2020.

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan
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Figure 5.5.1 East elevation at the sixth level
showing wood frame windows.

Figure 5.5.2 West elevation windows; levels
2-4. The majority of windows appear to be PVC
(Polyvinyl Chloride) and should be replaced with
wood windows when replacement is required.

Figure 5.5.3 Some joints at the window sills on the
upper east façade have been caulked over. Could
mean that window replacement is required.

Figure 5.5.4 Storefront windows appear to be in
good condition.

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan

Figure 5.5.57V[LU[PHS^H[LYPUÄS[YH[PVUH[[OL
east elevation windows is evident from the
discolouration at the concrete window sills.
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5.5.2

Doors

The Leader Building originally had two entrances
VMM/HTPS[VU:[YLL[VULLU[LYLKPU[VHUVMÄJL
while the other served as the main entrance of
the building. In an alteration made in the 1940s,
the southwest entrance was removed, making
the northwest door the only entrance off Hamilton
Street. The doors were originally made of wood and
glazing, with an arched transom above. Over time,
the arches over each door have been removed.
The rear building had a separate entrance at
its northeast corner, as well as a garage door
introduced in a 1920 alteration.
In the rehabilitation by Nicor, the southwest
entrance was re-introduced. Both doors are now
fully glazed and are differentiable from the historic
building.
Conservation Strategy: Restoration & Preservation
• 0MYLZ[VYH[PVUPZWVZZPISL[OLKVVYZHYJOLK
[YHUZVTZHUK[OLPYHYJOLKLU[YPLZZOV\SK
be replicated to match the original design. If
KVJ\TLU[HY`L]PKLUJLPZUV[H]HPSHISLKVVYZ
appropriate to the heritage style and era of the
building should be installed.
• Retain door openings on the west elevation in their
original location.

5.6

Second Floor - Architectural Plans for the Leader Post
Building, 1911. (City of Regina Archives CRP-02-0589)

Interior

The interior of the Leader Building was generally
SHPKV\[MVYVMÄJL\ZLHUKP[ZM\UJ[PVUHZH
newsroom. The basement was utilized for the news
WYLZZHUKZ[VYHNL;OLTHPUÅVVYJVUZPZ[LKVMH
I\ZPULZZVMÄJL[OLJHZOPLYHUK[OL^PJRL[ZMVY
WLVWSLWSHJPUNJSHZZPÄLKHKZPU[OLUL^ZWHWLY
;OLZLJVUKÅVVY^HZOVTL[V*2*2YHKPV^OPJO
had been established in 1922. The studio consisted
VM¸Z[H[LVM[OLHY[¹JVUZ[Y\J[PVUMLH[\YPUNÅVVYZ
ceiling and walls built on springs for acoustic
JVUZPKLYH[PVUZ;OL[OPYKÅVVY^HZ[OLUL^ZYVVT
photographed on the following page.
Materials on the interior consisted of wood and
marble. The original staircase was once comprised
of steel and slate.
The building has since undergone several

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan

Third Floor (Newsroom) - Architectural Plans for the
Leader Post Building, 1911. (City of Regina Archives
CRP-02-0589)
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major interior rehabilitations to implement new
mechanical and electrical systems, as well as the
evolving of its function since it was the home to
the Leader-Post. After the building was sold and
the Leader moved to its current location on Park
Street, it was renovated and renamed ‘Torwest
Towers.’ At this time, the building was primarily
used for commercial retail, with main stores
occupying the building. By the late 1990s, the
building was left vacant. The building was revived
after Nicor Developments purchased the building
in 2005. In this rehabilitation, the main stairwell
was restored.

Conservation Strategy: Rehabilitation
• Make any alterations compactible and
sympathetic to the historic building.
• Use an appropriate colour scheme when painting
the interior.
• 0MHU`YLZ[VYH[PVUPZKVULOH]LL]PKLUJL[VIHZL
P[\WVUPLVYPNPUHSÅVVYWSHUZVYWOV[VNYHWOZ

Today, the interior of the Leader Building consists
VMJVUKVTPUP\TZVMÄJLZHUKYL[HPSZWHJLVU
[OLTHPUÅVVY;OLI\PSKPUNUVSVUNLYWVZZLZZLZ
original heritage elements on the interior due to its
ZPNUPÄJHU[HS[LYH[PVUZ0MHUPU[LYPVYYLOHIPSP[H[PVU
should take place, it should be redesigned in a
compatible manner to the original time period of
the building.

Newsroom Circa 1957, Oct. 1963. Leader Post Archives.

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan
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5.7

Signage

The Leader Building once had a fair amount
of signage incorporated into its exterior. The
north facade was used for a large painted
advertisement of the Leader-Post newspaper.
The north facade painted signage has since been
painted over with white paint.
The front facade once hosted a large neon sign by
Western Claude: Neon Lights from Winnipeg.
The building also has an engraving of the ‘Leader
Building’ in the horizontal band of stone at the top
of the main level.
Any signage, lights, alarms, security cameras, etc.
[VILHMÄ_LK[V[OLI\PSKPUNVYPUZ[HSSLKVU[OL
property must be approved by the department
responsible for Provincial Heritage Properties.
Any fasteners that must be drilled into the exterior
should be put into the mortar joints, not into the
THZVUY`>OLUTV\U[PUNÄ_[\YLZVYZPNUZ[V[OL
exterior terra cotta cladding, use existing anchor
holes and existing bolt lugs wherever possible.
Individual letters of signs should be mounted on
a complimentary backing to minimize anchorage
defacement of the terra cotta.
The proposed signage should complement and
be consistent with the heritage character of the
building. Special care should be taken to ensure
that signage, materials, lettering style and method
of lighting give the impression that the signage
is from the same historical period as the heritage
building.
Sign lettering painted or adhered to the windows
is quite acceptable, which can already be seen at
the storefront of NWL.

,SL]H[PVUZVM7YVWVZLK5LVU:PNUI`>LZ[LYU*SH\KL 
(City of Regina Archives CRP-02-0589)

Conservation Strategy: Preservation &
Rehabilitation
• 7YVQLJ[PUN canopies are discouraged.
• New signage should be sympathetic to the
building and not be intrusive.
• Do not penetrate terra cotta with signage –
consider attaching to the mortar.
• Preserve the “Leader Building” lettering on the
OVYPaVU[HSIHUKPUNHIV]L[OLTHPUÅVVY

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan
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Leader Post Article. Jan 21, 1984 (Provincial Archives of Saskatchewan R_LP235)

Leader Building Conservation Plan
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Section 6.0 — Preliminary Opinion of Probable
Rehabilitation Costs
6.1 Phase 1: 1-2 Years
6.1.1(A)

Full Masonry Repoint and Repair
North Brick Masonry (~400m² / 4304ft²)
East Brick Masonry (~317m² / 3411ft²)
South Brick Masonry (~638m² / 6865ft²)
West Terra Cotta (~240m² / 2561ft²)

$142,030
$112,560
$226,610
$89,635

15-25% Spot Repoint and Repair
North Brick Masonry (~80m² / 861ft²)
East Brick Masonry (~63m² / 682ft²)
South Brick Masonry (~128m² / 1373ft²)
West Terra Cotta (~48m² / 512ft²)

$31,855
$25,235
$50,800
$20,490

6.1.2

West Foundation Wall Repair

$50,000

6.1.3

Southwest Cornice and Parapet Reconstruction
Pricing from Brxton/JCK Engineering

6.1.1(B)

Option A (Full Repoint)
Option B (Partial Repoint)

$475,000
$1,145,835
$653,80

6.2 Phase 2: 5 to 10 Years
6.2.1

6.2.2

Wood Window Replacement
East (~62m² / 665ft²)
South (~811m² / 8730ft²)
West (~107m² / 1152ft²)

$51,320
$62,450
$88,705

(~687m²
/ 7176
ft²) (~687m² / 7176 ft²)
Roof Replacement and
Parapet
Repair

$287,060
$489,580

6.3 Phase 3: Recommended
6.3.1

Brick Façade Paint Removal*
North (~400m² / 4304ft²)
East Brick Masonry (~317m²/ 3411ft²)
South Brick Masonry (~638m² / 6865ft²)

$68,865
$54,575
$109,840
$233,280

*Recommended to execute at the same time as Phase 1 for lower cost
Taxes are not included in the above prices

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan
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Section 7.0 — Maintenance Plan
7.1

Maintenance Guidelines

7.5

Per the Standards and Guidelines, “Maintenance
is an important part of the preservation process.
Regular maintenance will preserve character
KLÄUPUNLSLTLU[ZHUKL_[LUK[OLZLY]PJLSPMLVM
functional components” (p9, 12).
Where the buiSKPUNYLX\PYLZYLWHPYZVYTVKPÄJH[PVU
to its existing elements, written approval from the
department responsible for Provincial Heritage
Properties is required prior to proceed. The best
treatment must be discussed in order to protect
the heritage character of the building. Regular
building maintenance does not require approval.

7.2

Permitting

Repair activities, such as simple in-kind repair of
material, or repainting in the same colour, should
be exempt from requiring city permits. Other more
intensive activities will require the issuance of a
Heritage Alteration Permit.

7.3

Routine, Cyclical, and NonDestructive Cleaning

Use gentlest means possible when cleaning
heritage elements of the building. Use nondestructive methods when undertaking any
cleaning procedures.

7.4

Repairs and Replacement of
Deteriorated Materials

Interventions such as repairs and replacements
must conform to the Standards and Guidelines
for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada.
;OLI\PSKPUN»ZJOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUNLSLTLU[ZT\Z[
be conserved, referencing the follow principals to
guide interventions:
• Approach of minimal intervention must be
adopted. Meaning any interventions on the
building should be carried out in the least
obtrusive way possible.
• 9LWHPYYH[OLY[OHUYLWSHJLJOHYHJ[LYKLÄUPUN
elements.
• Make any interventions physically compatible with
the historic place.

Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan

Inspections

Inspections are a key element in the maintenance
WSHUHUKZOV\SKILJHYYPLKV\[I`HX\HSPÄLK
WLYZVUVYÄYTWYLMLYHIS`^P[OL_WLYPLUJLPU
the assessment of heritage buildings. These
inspections should be conducted on a regular and
timely schedule. The inspection should address
all aspects of the building including exterior,
interior and site conditions. It makes good sense
to inspect a building in wet weather, as well as in
dry, in order to see how water runs off – or through
– a building. From this inspection, an inspection
report should be compiled that will include notes,
sketches and observations. It is helpful for the
inspector to have copies of the building’s elevation
drawings on which to mark areas of concern such
as cracks, staining and rot. These observations
can then be included in the report. The report
need not be overly complicated or formal, but
must be thorough, clear and concise. Issues of
concern, taken from the report should then be
entered in a log book so that corrective action
can be documented and tracked. Major issues of
concern should be extracted from the report by
the property manager.
An appropriate schedule for regular, periodic
inspections would be twice a year, preferably
during spring and fall. The spring inspection
should be more rigorous since in spring moisturerelated deterioration is most visible, and because
needed work, such as painting, can be completed
during the good weather in summer. The fall
inspection should focus on seasonal issues such
as weather sealants, mechanical (heating) systems
and drainage issues. Comprehensive inspections
ZOV\SKVJJ\YH[Ä]L`LHYWLYPVKZJVTWHYPUN
records from previous inspections and the
original work, particularly in monitoring structural
movement and durability of utilities. Inspections
should also occur after major storms.
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7.5.1 Maintenance Programme
Inspection Cycle
Daily
• Observations noted during cleaning (cracks;
KHTWKYPWWPUNWPWLZ"THSM\UJ[PVUPUNOHYK^HYL"
L[J[VILUV[LKPUSVNIVVRVYI\PSKPUNÄSL
Semi-Annually
• Semi-annual inspection and report with special
focus on seasonal issues.
• Thorough cleaning of drainage system to cope
with winter rains and summer storms.
• *OLJRJVUKP[PVUVM^LH[OLYZLHSHU[Z-HSS
• Clean the exterior using a soft bristle broom
brush.
Annually (Spring)
• 0UZWLJ[JVUJYL[LMVYJYHJRZKL[LYPVYH[PVU
• 0UZWLJ[TL[HSLSLTLU[ZLZWLJPHSS`PUHYLHZ[OH[
may trap water.
• Inspect windows for paint and glazing compound
MHPS\YLJVYYVZPVUHUK^VVKKLJH`HUKWYVWLY
operation.
• Complete annual inspection and report.
• Clean out of all perimeter drains and rainwater
systems.
• Touch up worn paint on the building’s exterior.
• *OLJRMVYWSHU[PUZLJ[VYHUPTHSPUMLZ[H[PVU
• 9V\[PULJSLHUPUNHZYLX\PYLK
Five-Year Cycle
• A full inspection report should be undertaken
L]LY`Ä]L`LHYZJVTWHYPUNYLJVYKZMYVTWYL]PV\Z
inspections and the original work particularly
monitoring structural movement and durability of
utilities.
• 9LWHPU[^PUKV^ZL]LY`Ä]L[VÄM[LLU`LHYZ
Ten-Year Cycle
• Check condition of roof every ten years after last
replacement.
Twenty-Year Cycle
• *VUÄYTJVUKP[PVUVMYVVMHUKLZ[PTH[LLMMLJ[P]L
SPMLZWHU9LWSHJL^OLUYLX\PYLK

Major Maintenance Work (As Required)
Leader Building Conservation Plan

Conservation Plan

• ;OVYV\NOYLWHPU[PUNKV^UZWV\[HUKKYHPU
replacement; replacement of deteriorated building
materials; etc.

7.6

Information File

;OLI\PSKPUNZOV\SKOH]LP[ZV^UPUMVYTH[PVUÄSL
^OLYLHUPUZWLJ[PVUYLWVY[JHUILÄSLK;OPZÄSL
should also contain the log book that itemizes
problems and corrective action. Additionally, this
ÄSLZOV\SKJVU[HPUI\PSKPUNWSHUZI\PSKPUNWLYTP[Z
heritage reports, photographs and other relevant
documentation so that a complete understanding
of the building and its evolution is readily
available, which will aid in determining appropriate
PU[LY]LU[PVUZ^OLUULLKLK;OLÄSLZOV\SKHSZV
JVU[HPUHSPZ[V\[SPUPUN[OLÄUPZOLZHUKTH[LYPHSZ
used, and information detailing where they are
available (store, supplier). The building owner
should keep on hand a stock of spare materials for
minor repairs.

7.6.1

Logbook

The maintenance log book is an important
maintenance tool that should be kept to record
all maintenance activities, recurring problems
and building observations and will assist in the
overall maintenance planning of the building.
Routine maintenance work should be noted
in the maintenance log to keep track of past
and plan future activities. All items noted on
the maintenance log should indicate the date,
problem, type of repair, location and all other
observations and information pertaining to each
ZWLJPÄJTHPU[LUHUJLHJ[P]P[`
Each log should include the full list of
recommended maintenance and inspection areas
noted in this Maintenance Plan, to ensure a record
of all activities is maintained. A full record of
these activities will help in planning future repairs
and provide valuable building information for all
parties involved in the overall maintenance and
operation of the building, and will provide essential
information for long term programming and
determining of future budgets.
It will also serve as a reminder to amend
the maintenance and inspection activities
should new issues be discovered or previous
recommendations prove inaccurate.
The log book will also indicate unexpectedly
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repeated repairs, which may help in solving more
serious problems that may arise in the historic
building. The log book is a living document that will
require constant adding to, and should be kept in
[OLPUMVYTH[PVUÄSLHSVUN^P[OV[OLYKVJ\TLU[H[PVU
noted in section 6.6 Information File.

7.7

Exterior Maintenance

Water, in all its forms and sources (rain, snow,
frost, rising ground water, leaking pipes, backsplash, etc.) is the single most damaging element
to historic buildings.
The most common place for water to enter a
building is through the roof. Keeping roofs repaired
or renewed is the most cost-effective maintenance
option. Evidence of a small interior leak should
be viewed as a warning for a much larger and
worrisome water damage problem elsewhere and
ZOV\SKILÄ_LKPTTLKPH[LS`

7.7.1

Inspection Checklist

The following checklist considers a wide range
VMWV[LU[PHSWYVISLTZZWLJPÄJ[V[OLKPMMLYLU[
masonry of the building, such as water/moisture
penetration, material deterioration and structural
deterioration. This does not include interior
inspections.
Site
Ƒ Is the lot well drained? Is there pooling of water?
Ƒ Does water drain away from the foundation?
Foundation
Ƒ Does pointing need repair?
Ƒ Paint peeling? Cracking?
Ƒ Is bedding mortar sound?
Ƒ Moisture: Is rising damp present?
Ƒ Is there back splashing from ground to
structure?
Ƒ Is any moisture problem general or local?
Ƒ Is spalling from freezing present? (Flakes or
powder?)
Ƒ 0ZLMÅVYLZJLUJLWYLZLU[&
Ƒ 0ZZWHSSPUNMYVTZ\IÅ\VYLZJLUJLWYLZLU[&
Ƒ Is damp proof course present?
Ƒ Are there shrinkage cracks in the foundation?
Ƒ Are there movement cracks in the foundation?
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Ƒ Is crack monitoring required?
Ƒ Is uneven foundation settlement evident?
Ƒ Are foundation crawl space vents clear and
working?
Ƒ Do foundation openings (doors and windows)
show: rust; rot; insect attack; paint failure; soil
build-up;
Ƒ +LÅLJ[PVUVMSPU[LSZ&
Masonry
Ƒ Are moisture problems present? (Rising damp,
rain penetration, condensation, water run-off from
roof, sills, or ledges?)
Ƒ Is spalling from freezing present? Location?
Ƒ 0ZLMÅVYLZJLUJLWYLZLU[&3VJH[PVU&
Ƒ 0ZZWHSSPUNMYVTZ\IÅVYLZJLUJLWYLZLU[&
Location?
Ƒ Need for pointing repair? Condition of existing
pointing and re-pointing?
Ƒ Is bedding mortar sound?
Ƒ Are weep holes present and open?
Ƒ Are there cracks due to shrinking and
expansion?
Ƒ Are there cracks due to structural movement?
Ƒ Are there unexplained cracks?
Ƒ Do cracks require continued monitoring?
Ƒ Are there signs of steel or iron corrosion?
Ƒ Are there stains present? Rust, copper, organic,
paints,oils / tars? Cause?
Ƒ Does the surface need cleaning?
Windows
Ƒ Is there glass cracked or missing?
Ƒ Are the seals of double glazed units effective?
Ƒ If the glazing is puttied has it gone brittle and
cracked? Fallen out? Painted to shed water?
Ƒ If the glass is secured by beading, are the beads
in good condition?
Ƒ Is there condensation or water damage to the
paint?
Ƒ Are the sashes easy to operate? If hinged, do
they swing freely?
Ƒ Is the frame free from distortion?
Ƒ Do sills show weathering or deterioration?
Ƒ (YLKYPWTV\SKPUNZÅHZOPUNHIV]L[OL^PUKV^Z
properly shedding water?
Ƒ Is the caulking between the frame and the
cladding in good condition?
Doors
Ƒ Do the doors create a good seal when closed?
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Ƒ Do metal doors show signs of corrosion?
Ƒ Is metal door sprung from excessive heat?
Ƒ Are the hinges sprung? In need of lubrication?
Ƒ Do locks and latches work freely?
Ƒ If glazed, is the glass in good condition? Does
the putty need repair?
Ƒ Are door frames wicking up water? Where?
Why?
Ƒ Are door frames caulked at the cladding? Is the
caulking in good condition?
Ƒ What is the condition of the sill?
Gutters and Downspouts
Ƒ Are downspouts leaking? Clogged? Are there
holes or corrosion? (Water against structure)
Ƒ Are downspouts complete without any missing
sections? Are they properly connected?
Ƒ Is the water being effectively carried away from
the down spout by a drainage system?
Ƒ Do downspouts drain completely away?
Roof
Ƒ Are there water blockage points?
Ƒ Is the leading edge of the roof wet?
Ƒ Is there evidence of biological attack? (Fungus,
moss,birds, insects)
Ƒ Are wood shingles wind damaged or severely
weathered? Are they cupped or split or lifting?
Ƒ Are the nails sound? Are there loose or missing
shingles?
Ƒ (YLÅHZOPUNZ^LSSZLH[LK&
Ƒ Are metal joints and seams sound?
Ƒ If there is a lightening protection system are the
cables properly connected and grounded?
Ƒ +VLZ[OLZVMÄ[ZOV^HU`ZPNUZVM^H[LY
damage? Insect or bird infestation?
Ƒ Is there rubbish buildup on the roof?
Ƒ Are there blisters or slits in the membrane?
Ƒ Are the drain pipes plugged or standing proud?
Ƒ Is water ponding present?
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